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BULLYING:  Can 
you all define what 
bullying is? 



Bullying is behaviour which is:

• Repeated;

• intended to hurt someone either 

physically or emotionally;

• often aimed at certain groups, for 

example because of race, religion, 

gender or sexual orientation.

It takes many forms and can include:

• physical assault;

• Teasing, including comments such as 

sexist comments;

• making threats;

• name calling;

• cyberbullying - bullying via mobile 

phone or online. 



DO NOT PUT YOUR HAND UP, BUT ASK 
YOURSELF WHETHER YOU HAVE EVER 

BEEN BULLIED, OR WHETHER YOU 
HAVE BEEN A BULLY?

Chances are good that a number of you would put up 

your hands!

Most, if not all schools, have had some bullying.  What 

makes a good school is not whether there has ever been 

any bullying, but how they DEAL WITH bullying….



At Nower Hill, we know and 

understand that children 

sometimes make mistakes, but 

what we will not and cannot 

tolerate, is bullying over time, 

where someone makes a mistake, 

has a consequence, has their 

behaviour explained to them, is 

offered support to stop that 

behaviour and does it again and 

again.

We cannot keep these people in 

our school.



What will staff do if they find out about 
bullying or harmful sexual behaviours?

• All incidents are investigated to ensure we are being fair 

and getting both sides of the story;

• Consequences are given;

• Parents / carers are informed;

• We explain the negative behaviour and offer support and 

advice;

• Sometimes we provide workshops in the Daffon 

Wellbeing Hub;

• We monitor and check that the negative behaviour has 

stopped – we invite the victim to let us know that things 

are still good over time.  We also keep a register.



So what must you do if you become aware of a bullying 
or other worrying behaviour?

• Alert an adult immediately;  your Form Tutor, Year Coordinator, or 

Ms Ward or Ms Sabbagh.  You can check the processes and options 

in your planner!

• Let your parent or carer know that you will speak to us or have 

spoken to us;

• Look at the Helping Hands poster or the posters of the Safeguarding 

teachers who are available to help – these are in all boys’ and girls’ 

toilets;

• Use the Bullying Box in Student Services or the online form to 

report something you are worried about on the Google Wellbeing 

Page. 

• Follow the advice of the teacher you have spoken to, and keep them 

updated about how things are progressing.



What’s the difference between bullying and 
friendship issues?

BULLYING

▪ persistent – the 
behaviour has happened 
more than once;

▪ the behaviour is intended 
to be hurtful

FRIENDSHIP ISSUES

▪ you feel hurt by a 
friendship issue, but there 
is just one event;

▪ perhaps the person isn’t 
as kind or thoughtful as 
they could be, but they 
don’t go out to hurt you 
over time by continuing to 
behave in a certain way.



Why is it so important for us to understand what sexual 

harassment is?

Sexual harassment is unwanted conduct of a sexual nature that can 

occur on or offline, in or out of school, and is likely to violate a 

person’s dignity, and / or make them feel initimidated, degraded or 

humiliated, and / or create a hostile, offensive or sexualised 

environment.

It includes comments, sexual “jokes”, physical behaviours, online 

behaviours (sharing of consensual or non consensual nudes, unwanted 

explicit content), taking photos or videos where people would want 

privacy, unwanted sexual comments / messages and any form of 

coercion or threats.

This is a very high consequence on our Ladder of Consequences - a C6



QUIZ TIME!  BULLYING,  
FRIENDSHIP ISSUE or SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT?

Every time Rachel walks into class a group of students 

make a comment about her appearance and laugh 

amongst themselves….

Bullying – Indirect bullying



QUIZ TIME!  BULLYING,  
FRIENDSHIP ISSUE or SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT?

Samir accuses Peter of taking his phone and they have a 

fight in the corridor.

Not bullying.  An accusation 

made.  Not repeated



QUIZ TIME!  BULLYING,  
FRIENDSHIP ISSUE or SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT?

Sarah and Taha often joke with each other in class.  Taha actually 

likes Sarah and would like to ask her out, but isn’t sure how to.  He 

talks to his friends in class, saying how she is “very fit” and on the 

way to the top courts for lunch he smacks her on the bottom. 

This is sexual harassment.  Although Taha did 

not mean to harass Sarah and despite her 

giving him some positive feedback in class, he 

should never touch another student in this way.  

He could get a C6 for this behaviour



QUIZ TIME!  BULLYING OR 
FRIENDSHIP ISSUE?

A snap group has been created anonymously about 

Joshua.  Students from his year have posted horrible 

comments about him and now he doesn’t want to come to 

school.

Bullying.  Cyber bullying.



THE LEGAL BITS

It’s important to know that you could be breaking the law if:

• You are involved in a case which would be deemed to be bullying 

of the following types:  Violence or assault, sexual assault, theft, 

repeated harassment or intimidation, eg name calling, threats, 

abusive phone calls, emails, text messages, or hate crimes

Do you know that our Schools’ Safer Officer, PC Rathod, spends 

the afternoon at Nower Hill on Wednesdays?  If you’d like an 

appointment to discuss anything, you can ask your Year 

Coordinator or Ms Ward to book you in.



OUR HOPES FOR YOU AS NOWER 
HILL STUDENTS
Looking after yourself

▪ Know that you absolutely 
deserve to be respected.  
ALWAYS.  Nobody should be 
entitled to make you feel 
awkward or uncomfortable, 
especially after you’ve told them 
to stop.

▪ Respect yourself by speaking to 
someone to get their support – it’s 
never healthy to bottle up worries 
or emotions.

Collective Responsibility 
or Looking out for others

▪ Be brave and stand up for 
others;  don’t ignore or overlook 
what you see happening in 
corridors or on the playground.  
Don’t feel you need to confront 
it, but definitely pass it on.  
ALWAYS.  You could be saving 
someone a lot of pain and 
unhappiness.  Staff at Nower Hill 
are trained to deal with these 
matters subtly and with care.



Thank you for listening.  If 
anyone has any questions or 
ideas regarding how we 
support students even better, 
please let us know.

In the next week or so, your Form Tutor will be doing 

further work with you regarding Sexual Harassment.  I 

look forward to hearing how positively you responded 

during these sessions


